
Riddlemaster

Solve 3 riddles to get a great treasure



The Game

❖ You will open the door to the 
hidden treasure, but only if you 
solve 3 riddles



Art you’ll need

1 Sprite

The character or 
object that will 
ask the riddles

2 Backdrops

Standard backdrop Backdrop if you win



The Logic



Choose your riddles

❖ Need 3 total
❖ Keep the answer short and simple



Examples

1. What needs an answer but doesn’t ask a question?
2. Which letter of the alphabet has the most water?
3. What has hands but can’t clap?
4. What belongs to you but is used more by others?
5. What can be as big as an elephant but weigh nothing?
6. What can you catch but not throw?
7. What breaks when you say it?
8. How much dirt is in a hole 5 feet wide and 4 feet deep?
9. What bird can lift the most?
10. What do you call bears with no ears?

1. A telephone
2. The letter “C”
3. A clock
4. Your name
5. A shadow
6. A cold
7. Silence
8. None, it’s a hole!
9. A crane
10.B’s



Machine Learning in Scratch



Making a machine learning model

❖ Creating a machine learning model with Scratch involves four steps: 
1. Create Labels
2. Training
3. Testing
4. Scratch

❖ “Label” in machine learning represents the category of the data

❖ “Terms” in machine learning represents the data associated with each label



Machine learning model

❖ Create a new project on 
aicode101.com

❖ Call it “Riddle master” or 
anything you prefer, and 
set the type to “Sounds”



Recording background noise 

❖ Start with recording the background noise
❖ Be sure to remain quiet when recording



Creating labels

❖ Create a label for each riddle

❖ Record you saying the answer to each riddle



Voice samples of your answers



Train your model



Test your training



Using your model in Scratch

Once the training is complete and you’re happy with the results, it’s time to apply your model



Art you’ll need

1 Sprite

The character or 
object that will 
ask the riddles

2 Backdrops

Standard backdrop Backdrop if you win



Adding the extension

Click the 
“Extensions” 

button at the 
bottom left You will see three ML extensions

Select “Scratch Sounds ML”

You should now 
have a new 

block type for this 
extension



The Logic



Starting voice recognition in scratch



Detecting answers



How do you only accept answers 
in the correct order?



Variables



Setup your variable

You have to reset 
your variable to 1 
when you restart



Asking the first question



Going to the next riddle

If the right answer is given, 
move ahead the riddle 

number and ask the next 
riddle



Winning



The last answer

Be sure backdrop is 
reset when game is 
restarted

If the player solves 
the last riddle, open 
the door



Making it harder

What would you add to make it so a wrong answer meant you had to start from the 
beginning?
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